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About This Game

A first-person puzzle game. Simply walk to the door.

Features

30 Unique levels from easy to very hard.

Switch camera to get a better view of the puzzle.

Create your own check point, anywhere.
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A 3d puzzle where you can standing sideways, upside down relative to when the level started. Trying to figure where you are and
how to get to where you want to be. At 99 cents you can't go wrong. Only problem I've had is several head slapping "DOH"!!
moments when I realise I've been looking through the solution and not seeing it.. Fun relaxing puzzle game.. if you're drawn to
this by your love of antichamber be wary. It stands alone as a fun minimalist escherian puzzler but steam recommends it in "may
also like" for antichamber and you should know the similarities end at the aesthetic and it being a puzzle game.

It's fun to figure it out, it has the one core mechanic and 2 ways to manipulate the environment across 30 discrete puzzles..
Appropriately named, Disoriented is a thoroughly confusing puzzle platformer. The thought process becomes more and more
demanding, especially approaching the last few of the 30 total levels. So much so it borders on frustration. Not only is it
required to grasp the 3D spatial shifts, the puzzles also force the player to memorise the moving platforms and their respective
switches.

The game looks a lot like Antichamber with its basic black and white rendering and some sparse drops of colour. These few
drops prove to be quite important for the puzzles. The interactive spots, i.e. switches, buttons and portals, are small and look the
same. However, some otherwise irrelevant plants with differing colours are placed in fixed positions and can be an immense
help when it comes to recognising and tracing the structure of the level.

What makes the puzzles even more intricate is the fact that the platforming part also encompasses routes taken off the beam
paths. While jumping up or across the beams isn't possible, dropping down is frequently, if not most of the time, a major part of
the solution.

Disoriented is trickier than expected. It doesn't strictly follow the usual puzzle conventions and offers exercise to agonise over..
Liked it. Didn't love it. Needs more 'something'. Puzzles are different each level but it still felt like much of the same thing.
Still...I think many will enjoy this game!. Is this game worth the price tag? Well, that depends on if you enjoy very casual mind
boggler games that can be enjoyed without worrying about time limits, scores, or thousands of angry zombie mobs, lol. In my
opinion, this is the type of game I'd LOVE to see more of, but to get more games like this, they need more demand.

Here's my first impressions and review video that I did as a "First Play on Launch Day":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sljPCTwvQdo

I'd give this game a "strong 8 out of 10" score, especialy you like puzzle mind benders or/and if you enjoy MC Eschers fantastic
art.. Awesome little puzzle game. The final levels took some serious thinking. If you enjoy games like Portal, The Talos
Principle and so on, you'll enjoy this relaxing but aggravating game with it's brain testing puzzles yet soothing soundtrack..
Overall I liked this game. I thought the first half was way too easy and then it started to reach a nice level of difficulty. The
game was short, but it would have grown stale if it had been any longer (plus it's not the most expensive game). I liked the
antichamber-esque aesthetic, which also kept the level of disorientation from getting out of hand.

A few things I would have liked:
- To know which level I was on at the beginning of that level.
- It felt a bit severe to start back at the beginning after accidentally falling off (at least it's relatively easy to avoid doing that).
- Several levels (especially those at the beginning) felt too linear. I.e. there was often only one viable rotation/button to click..
Decent game with a few flaws. I wish I could remap controller buttons because they are crippling. WASD is not my preferred
control scheme for first person puzzle games. The puzzles are challenging but the difficulty curve ramps up a little too quickly. I
ended up using guides. It's not a long game but that isn't a bad thing.. Very confusing, but very nice 3D-Puzzle game.

The game used to have 660 spam achievements, but luckily they got removed.
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This was one of the best puzzle games I ever played. The first few levels help introduce the players to the game mechanics, and
the last few really work out your brain. The only downside to the game is it only has 30 levels- I think there should be more.
Would play again. 10 out of 10
would achievement boost again. This game is brilliant and fantastic value for money. The graphics and gameplay are good but
without going overboard in terms of either complexity our flashy but pointless looks. Loads fast, makes you think a little and the
soundtrack works. It's a pretty calming but enriching experience. Not particularly original, but does start out needs to really
well.. Great little puzzle game. 9/10, a little hard for me.. A journey of a thousand miles starts with one.... wait a minute...I have
already taken that step...lets try this step... That did not work either. Great now I have lost my steps... So if I take this step here...

Basically how this minimalistic puzzle game works. Really gets you to think out the box. Messes with your spacial orientation
though. But all in all a really good puzzle game.. A cheap, fun timewaster. It's simple but awesome. In Disoriented, you get
disoriented, but in a great way. Even on hard levels, I've never raged. I've just sat and thought "How do I do this?" This is a great
casual game.. fun and calming. Refreshingly novel concept for a puzzle game. Simple enough gameplay that it can be casually
approached without explanation.

Took me around 30 minutes to reach level 12 where I first got stuck. So I expect the total playtime will come in around 2-3
hours, reasonable considering the cost. (I'll try to remember to update the review when I get that far).

Cons:
* The alternate zoom out camera is a bit arkward to control
* Minor graphical artifacts (dark pixels that flicker for a second or two), some of these seem to appear at the seams between
blocks, the cause of other less frequent artiefacts is unclear.. I played this while wasted, name checks out
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